
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of strategy & implementation. To join our growing team, please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for strategy & implementation

Development of branded content
Handling media plan maintenance, including media mix, budget, campaign
documents (e.g., flowchart), performance, delivery, and connection to
creative agency driving for transparency and innovation
Developing decision support methodology for campaign optimization
Driving the connection of digital advertising to offline activities through the
creation of assets that can be integrated across channels and communications
vehicles
Working directly with agency resources on ongoing program needs,
optimizations and content development
Acting as a liaison with the Internal Social Media team to contribute to
holistic social media strategy
Monitoring social media landscape for innovative concepts and functionality
as an input to holistic social media strategy
Exploring / introducing new ideas, partners, technologies, and creative
strategies to the firm
Strategizing to leverage Adobe tools currently on the company's platform,
including Audience Manager to enrich and enhance campaign strategy and
execution
Drive both high-level and detailed product discussions with sales, clients and
partners on large, strategic projects for which they are assigned

Example of Strategy & Implementation Job
Description
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Master of Business Administration (MBA) preferred or equivalent education
and experience
Evaluate deployment design decisions and provide feedback to the customer
and project team
Identify, propose and enforce improvements to design and configuration to
meet customer requirements
Work with project teams to identify alternate solutions when product gaps
exist and will not be resolved by future development in a timely manner
Determine deployment readiness based on design decisions and project
progress
Work with Customer Success Managers and Engagement Manager to
develop plans to turn around troubled deployments for specific product areas
for assigned projects


